PREPARE FOR YOUR TUTORING SESSION

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS FOR AN EFFECTIVE TUTORING SESSION

01 WHAT CLASS DO YOU NEED HELP WITH?
Tutors will be more able to help you if they know whether to prepare for a specific question

02 ARE YOU WORKING ON A SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENT OR PROBLEM? IF SO, WHAT KIND
Remember to bring assignment instructions for tutors to view. This is essential.

03 WHAT TYPE OF SUPPORT DO YOU NEED?
Are you: studying for a test? Completing homework? Working on a writing assignment?

04 WHAT CONFUSES YOU?
You will see better results from tutoring if you try to understand an assignment on your own before the session. This will reveal which concepts you need help grasping. Asking specific questions gets you specific answers.

SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT WITH THE QR CODE, OR VISIT CALENDLY.COM/QCCTRIO

https://www.qcc.edu/services/trio-student-support-services